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New data will dominate 
GNSSRO landscape

METOP-1:       165 profiles/6h

METOP-2:       162 profiles/6h

METOP-3:       165 profiles/6h

FY-3D:             121 profiles/6h

TSRX+TDMX:   34 profiles/6h

KOMPSAT-5:    26 profiles/6h

PAZ:                 40 profiles/6h

COSMIC-II:    767 profiles/6h

Commercial sources also large

Abstract

Over 2019, several new sources of Radio Occultation 
(GNSSRO) data appeared. They are deeply reengineered 
with respect to earlier missions, and expected to show 
significantly different statistical properties compared with 
previous data.

• the publicly sponsored COSMIC-II, in larger platforms, 
using new advanced receivers and high-SNR 
antennae.

• several commercial operators presented between 
micro-to-nano satellite GNSSRO.

We checked the NWP impact, but also what differs when 
some providers are commercial

Conclusion

All new GNSSRO data tested was found of NWP interest. However, 
each source presented particular details that, in order to be used 
optimally in NWP context, require understanding. The highest level of 
transparency is required to adequately address them.

Varying levels of exchange were found, but whereas the publicly 
sponsored COSMIC-II is extensively documented, the commercial 
sources provided very limited technical info (to protect from competition), 
and were focused on commercial issues of access, license, disclosure, 
rather than scientific issues like accuracy, traceability, resolution.

Commercial issues hindered the clarification of scientific aspects. It will 
take increased effort for potential users to navigate through those 
commercial issues to gain the necessary scientific knowledge for 
optimal NWP use.

Normal core issues when new 
data is available

• Are new data accurate? 

• Biased? (less biased than other data & model) 
Can be debiased?

• Precise? (low noise)

• Do we have a description of error stats?

• Are there internal correlations?

• Which is the spatial (vertical / horizontal) 
resolution?

Core issues when the new data is 
commercial

• Do we have a license?

• Are we willing to sign NDA?

• If scientific test was interesting, is management 
willing to follow up?

• Given all the management required, is testing 
worth the effort?

Set of issues nearly orthogonal to science

• Yet, standard scientific issues still apply



New data sources are in general beneficial

• New GNSSRO data found beneficial. Impact 
is in agreement with geographic distribution, 
volume of added data.

• Both sources would be interesting but…

• What about the details?

• One provider’s data was oddly more 
sensitive with GLONASS signals than GPS

• Another source showed limited sensitivity 
with GLONASS signals, but more with GPS

• Yet another, about the same.

• Why?

COSMIC-II (tropical data)
Impact on temperature and wind 
forecast (red: improvement)

Commercial provider (global data)
Impact on temperature and wind 
forecast (red: improvement)



Benefit also derives from understanding and trusting data

New GNSSRO data found beneficial, in agreement with geographic distribution, 
volume

Both public and commercial sources are interesting but…

• NWP impact depends considerably on the details (bias profile, noise level, 
internal correlation, resolution)

Given that the new data are massive, providers should appreciate that 
transparency in the detailed data characteristics is required to lead to good NWP 
impact for users.

• Providers should appreciate that the topmost property of GNSSRO (low bias) 
is only attained from good processing, and that this should be proven (not 
taken for granted).

• Users require understanding the properties of data to trust these data, 
and give them an optimal use (bias correct other data, give each 
appropriate weight).

• Burden of proof: Good impact requires providers proving to users the 
quality of their data (through extensive documentation and end-to-end error 
tracking). Processing should not be a black box trade secret. Burden 
should not be for the users to disproof quality of data.

Users should also appreciate that commercial providers are doing a valid effort, 
and legitimately expecting benefit.

Conclusion

All new GNSSRO data that could be tested was found of 
interest. Each source presented particular details that, in order to 
be used optimally in NWP context, require understanding. The 
highest level of transparency is required to address them.

Whereas the publicly funded COSMIC-II offers extensive 
documentation, commercial sources were focused on legitimate 
trade issues of access, license, disclosure, rather than scientific 
issues like accuracy, traceability, resolution.

Commercial issues hindered the clarification of scientific aspects. 
It will take increased effort to navigate through those trade 
issues to gain the necessary scientific knowledge.

Commercial data are likely useful, but there is a critical lack 
of documentation. A community effort to guarantee

• open access of data and documentation for users, and

• protecting intellectual property of providers

would be a significant leap forward.


